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Let b be a p-block of a finite group G with abelian defect group P and e a root
 .   .  ..of b in C P . If the inertial quotient E s N P, e rP ? C P is isomorphic toG G G
Z = Z and p / 2, 7, then there is a perfect isometry from the group of general-3 3
ized characters of some twisted group algebra of the semidirect product of E and
P onto the group of generalized characters of G in b, and, furthermore, b and its
 .Brauer correspondent in N P are isotypic. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.G
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let p be a prime number, k an algebraically closed field of
characteristic p, O a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k
and quotient field K of characteristic zero, G a finite group, b a p-block
  ..of G i.e., a primitive idempotent of Z kG , P a defect group of b, e a
 .   . Groot of b in C P i.e., a p-block of C P such that e s b in Brauer'sG G
.  .  .notation , and E the inertial quotient N P, e rP ? C P . We assumeG G
< <that K contains the P th roots of unity. When P is abelian, Alperin's
 .weight conjecture announces the number l b of isomorphism classes of
simple kGb-modules is equal to the number of isomorphism classes of
 . < <simple kN P, e e-modules. This is known to be true if E O 4 or E is aG
w  .xdihedral group of order 6 by the results of Brauer B2, Proposition 6G
 w  .x. w x w xcf. BP, 1.Ex.3 , Usami U1 , Puig and Usami PU1, PU2 , and Usami
w xU2 . Our main result here proves it in case the inertial quotient is
isomorphic to Z = Z and p / 2, 7, where Z denotes the cyclic group of3 3 3
order 3.
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1.2. Let Br denote the Brauer morphism associated with P i.e.,P
 .  .  .  wFor x g G, Br x s x if x g C P and Br x s 0 otherwise cf. AB,P G P
x.  .  .Section 2 . Then Br b is a block of kN P , the Brauer correspondentP G
of b.
w x By the result on blocks with normal defect groups in K and Proposi-
w x.tion 14.6 in P , without any hypothesis on E and any hypothesis on P, the
 .  .   .  ..  .block Br b of N P i.e., kN P Br b and the block e of N P, eP G G P G
  . .i.e., kN P, e e are Morita equivalent to a suitable twisted group alge-G
bra over k of the evident extension L of E and P, simultaneously. Here
Ãwe need a suitable k*-central extension E of E for this twisted group
Ã Ã Ãalgebra. Let L denote the evident extension of E and P. Using this L we
Ã Ãcan make k#L the required twisted group algebra. When P is abelian, E
w x  w x .is defined rather easily in 2.4 in PU1 . See also Lemma 2.5 in PU1 .
 .Then Alperin's weight conjecture affirms that when P is abelian, l b is
Ã Ãthe number of isomorphism classes of simple k#L-modules. If E splits,
Ã Ãthen k#L ( kL and kL has the unique block. Whether E splits or not,
fortunately there are a finite subgroup L9 a central extension of L by a
Ã Ã Ã.p9-group of L and a p-block b9 of kL9 such that O#L ( OL9b9 as
Ãw xalgebras by Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 5.15 in P , where b9 is the
 . primitive idempotent of Z OL9 corresponding to b9 cf. Remark 5 in
Ãw x w x.Section 1 in C ; 1.3 and 2.13 in PU1 . Hence we can treat k#L as a
block algebra.
 .1.3. Let L G, b be the Grothendieck group of the category ofK
Ã .ordinary K-representations of G in b. Similarly we regard L L as thatK
Ã  .of L9 in b9 determined by L cf. 1.2 . We will show that when P is abelian,
p / 2, 7 and E is isomorphic to Z = Z , there is a special kind of3 3
Ã .  .bijective isometry between L L and L G, b , which is an isotypy andK K
then, in particular, a perfect isometry in Broue's sense. To be accurate, aÂ
perfect isometry between two blocks is a bijective isometry between the
generalized ordinary characters associated with two blocks respectively,
which induces a bijection between O-modules of the O-valued class
functions associated with two blocks respectively and also induces a
bijection between the K-vector spaces of K-valued class functions associ-
ated with two blocks vanishing on the p-singular conjugacy classes, respec-
 w x .tively. See Definition 1.4 and Proposition 4.1 in Br1 . By Theorem 1.5 in
w x w xBr1 and Theorem 4.11 in Br2 , a perfect isometry preserves various
properties and invariants and, in particular, Alperin's weight conjecture
holds in this case, and the height of each irreducible ordinary characters in
 .b is zero cf. Brauer's conjecture .
Ã  .1.4. Let b be the unique primitive idempotent of Z OG corre-
 .sponding to b. Let CF G, b be the O-module of the O-valued classO
Ã .  .functions a on G such that a gb s a g for any g in G. Similarly, we
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Ã .  .regard CF L as such an O-module corresponding to L9 and b9 cf. 1.2 .O
 .ELet CF P be the O-module of E-stable O-valued class functions on P.O
 w xHere we state the main result. For the definition of l)h see 1.4 in PU1
w x .or 1.4 in PU2 .
THEOREM 1.5. Let b be a p-block of a finite group G with abelian defect
group P and assume that the inertial quotient E of b is isomorphic to Z = Z3 3
and p / 2, 7. Then with the notation abo¨e there is a bijecti¨ e isometry
ÃD : CF L ª CF G, b , . .O O
such that we ha¨e
ÃD L L s L G, b , D l)h s l)D h .  .  . . .K K
E Ã .  .for any l in CF P and any h in CF L . In particular, D is a perfectO O
isometry.
1.6. Next we will state the definition of an isotypy in general
 .situation. Let CF G be the K-vector space of K-valued class functionsK
 .  .on G and let CF G, b be the subspace of CF G of class functions aK K
Ã .  .  .such that a gb s a g for any g in G. Also let BCF G andK
 .  .  .BCF G, b be the subspaces of CF G and CF G, b , respectively, ofK K K
class functions vanishing on the p-singular conjugacy classes. We note that
 .if a maximal b-subpair P, e is fixed, then each Q ; P determines a
 .  .  . unique block b of C Q such that Q, b ; P, e in G i.e., b sQ G Q Q
CGQ..e .
 w x.DEFINITION 1.7 Definition 4.3 and Definition 4.6 in Br1 . Let G and
H be finite groups, b a block of G, f a block of H, and P a defect group
  .of both b and f. Here we fix a maximal b-subpair P, e of G setting
 . .b s e and we also fix a maximal f-subpair P, f of H. The blocks b andP P
f are isotypic if the following conditions hold;
 .i The inclusion of P into G and H induces an equivalence of the
 .  .  w xBrauer categories Br G and Br H . See page 142 in FH for theÃ Ãb, P f , P
Ãdefinition of this Brauer category. Here f is the unique primitive idempo-
 . .tent in Z OH which corresponds to f.
 . Q   . .ii There exists a perfect isometry I from L C Q , f toK H Q
  . .L C Q , b for each cyclic subgroup Q of P such thatK G Q
d  x , bQ .( I1: s I Q ( d  x , fQ . 1.7.1 .p9G H
for all generators x of Q, where I Q is an induced K-linear map from I Qp9
  . .   . .  x, bQ .between BCF C Q , f and BCF C Q , b . Here d andK H Q K G Q G
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 x, fQ .  .d are the decomposition maps associated with b-element x, b andQH
 .f-element x, f , respectively.Q
Note that I1: is a perfect isometry between f and b. With this family of
perfect isometries we call I1: an isotypy between f and b.
 w x.DEFINITION 1.8 Remark 2 after Definition 4.6 in Br1 . Broue alsoÂ
 .proposes a ``good definition'' of isotypic, which requires condition i above
 .and following condition ii9 :
 . Q   . .ii9 There exists a perfect isometry I from L C Q , f toK H Q
  . .L C Q , b for each subgroup Q of P such thatK G Q
d  z , bQ z:.( I Q s I Q z:( d  z , fQ z:. 1.8.1 .p9C Q. C Q.G H
 .for any element z in C Q .P
1.9. Note that if a defect group P of b is abelian, then above
 .  .   ..condition i for b and Br b respectively a block e of N P, e alwaysP G
 .holds, since N P, e controls the fusion of b-subpairs by Proposition 4.21G
w x w xin AB . Theorem 3.1 in Br1 shows that a perfect isometry is a reflection
at the level of character theory of a derived equivalence of two block
algebras.
 w x.Broue's Conjecture 1.10 Conjecture 6.1 and Question 6.2 in Br1 . LetÂ
 .b be a block of a finite group G with abelian defect group P and let P, e be a
maximal b-subpair of G. Then b and e, considered as blocks of G and
 .N P, e , respecti¨ ely, are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent and isotypic.G
1.11. Fong and Harris have proved the existence of isotypies for the
principal 2-blocks with abelian defect groups. In order to prove Theorem
 .1.5 we actually prove the existence of a G, b -local system over the set of
 w x.all the subgroups of P cf. 2.1, Theorem 2.2 below and PU1, 3.2 . Hence
the result in this paper is also written as follows. In the previous papers
w x .PU2, U2 we use ``in the same block type ``instead of isotypic.
THEOREM 1.12. Let b be a p-block of a finite group G with abelian defect
 .group P and e a root of b in C P . Assume that the inertial quotient of b isG
isomorphic to Z = Z and p / 2, 7. Then b, its Brauer correspondent3 3
 .  .  .Br b and e, considered as blocks of G, N P and N P, e , respecti¨ ely,P G G
 .are isotypic in the good definition .
1.13. Here we list some general notation for a p-block of a finite
group G. We use the same notation even if b is a sum of p-blocks of G.
 .  .Let Irr G and Irr G, b be the set of irreducible ordinary characters ofK K
G and the set of those of G in b, respectively. Set
"Irr G, b s Irr G, b j y Irr G, b . .  .  .K K K
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0 . 0 .  .Let L G and L G, b be the sets of the characters in L G andK K K
 .  .L G, b which vanish on all the p9-elements of G. Let L G andK k
 .L G, b be the Grothendieck groups of the categories of finitely gener-k
ated kG-modules and finitely generated kGb-modules, respectively. Let
 .  .Irr G and Irr G, b be the set of the irreducible Brauer characters of Gk k
 .  .and the set of those of G in b. Let l G and l G, b respectively be the
 .  .numbers of the characters in Irr G and in Irr G, b . We abbreviatek k
 .  .l G,b as l b , if the group G is obvious. We use the same notation for
 .  .k*-groups. Let d be Brauer's restriction map from CF G to BCF G .K KG
0 .  w x.Let CF G be the kernel of d cf. PU1, 2.9.2 .K G
Ã .2. EXTENDING ISOMETRIES IN CASE C Q / LÃL
2.1. As we mention in Section 1, we will construct an isotypy
Ãbetween b and the corresponding block b9 of L9 determined by k#L in
1.2. Note that P is the normal p-Sylow subgroup of L9 and P is a defect
 .group of b9 and for any p-subgroup Q of P, Br b9 is still a block ofQ
 .C Q . Consequently we identify the b9-subpairs with the correspondingL9
 w x .p-subgroups of L9 and we omit to mention each block. See 2.13 in PU1 .
2.2. Now for an isotypy in ``good definition,'' we have to construct a
 .family of perfect isometries satisfying condition 1.8.1 . A family of bijec-
 Q < 4  .tions I all cyclic subgroups Q contained in P satisfying 1.7.1 is calledp9
w xa local system by Broue in Definition 4.3 in Br1 . But we employ a slightlyÂ
 .different notation as below. See 2.3. We have developed the ``general
w xpart'' of our method in Section 3 in PU1 , assuming only that P is abelian.
Here we summarize it briefly. Before we start, we need some notation. For
x  .a p-element x we define the twisted restriction d : CF G ªKG
  .. x . X .  .  .BCF C x by d a x s a xx9 for a g CF G and any p9-ele-K G KG
 . x   ..  .ment x9 g C x , and let e : BCF C x ª CF G be its adjointG K G KG
map. Similarly, we also use d x, interpreting it as one for a finite group.ÃL
2.3. Let X be an E-stable nonempty set of subgroups of P satisfy-
ing the following condition:
If Q g X and R is a p-subgroup of P and contains Q, then R g X. Let
 .G s G be a family of isometriesQ Q g X
G : BCF C Q ª BCF C Q , b . .  . .  .ÃQ K L K G Q
 .For any subgroup Q of P, let T be a transversal for the orbits of C QQ E
on P. Then for Q g X the map
D : CF C Q ª CF C Q , b .  . .  .ÃQ K L K G Q
h ¬ ez G d z h , 2.3.1 .  . .  /Q z:C Q. C Q.ÃG L
zgTQ
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is a bijective isometry. We say that G is E-equivariant if for any Q g X,
  ..  . s  s. sany h g BCF C Q and any s g E we have G h s G h . ThisÃK L Q Q
.condition guarantees that D does not depend on the choice of T . WeQ Q
 4  .call the family G s G a G, b -local system over X if it is E-equiv-Q Q g X
ariant and if D , for any Q g X, maps generalized characters to general-Q
ized characters. Notice that for Q g X, G is an induced K-linear mapQ
  ..   . .from D between BCF C Q and BCF C Q , b . Now we canÃQ K L K G Q
 .  .easily prove that the definition of a G, b -local system and 2.3.1 imply
 .that if G is a G, b -local system over X, then for any Q g X, D is aQ
Q  .  w xperfect isometry and it can be I satisfying 1.8.1 cf. 3.3 in PU1 and
.  4  . w x2.1 . For X s P , a G, b -local system over X exists by 3.4.2 in PU1 . We
 . < <will prove the following theorem for Theorem 1.12 by induction on G .
 .THEOREM 2.4. With the notation and hypothesis abo¨e, there is a G, b -
local system o¨er the set of all the subgroups of P.
 .  .  . w x2.5. By equalities 3.3.5 , 3.3.8 , and 3.4.1 in PU1 applied to the
trivial subgroup of P, Theorem 2.4 also implies indeed Theorem 1.5. In
order to prove Theorem 2.4 we may suppose that X is not empty but does
not contain all the subgroups of P. We choose a subgroup Q of P
maximal with respect to Q f X. Now all we have to do is to show that we
 .  .can extend a G, b -local system G over X to a G, b -local system G9 over
the union X 9 of X and the E-orbit of Q with some modification, if
.  .  .  .  .necessary . Set C Q s C Q rQ, C Q s C Q rQ, and P s PrQ,Ã ÃG G L L
 .and let b denote the image of b in kC Q . Now the mapQ Q G
D0 : CF C Q ª CF C Q , b .  . .  .ÃQ K L K G Q
h ¬ ez G d z h . .  /Q z:C Q. C Q.ÃG L
zgT _QQ
induces a bijective isometry
0 0 0D : CF C Q ª CF C Q , b 2.5.1 .  .  . .Ã  /Q K L K G Q
0and D maps generalized characters to generalized characters by Proposi-Q
w x  .tion 3.7 in PU1 . In order to show that G can be extended to a G, b -local
0system over X 9 it suffices to show that D can be extended to anG
 .N Q -stable isometry,E
D : L C Q ª L C Q , b , .  . .Ã  /Q K L K G Q
w xby Proposition 3.11 in PU1 . From now on we set f s b and f s b forQ Q
conveniences' sake. Note that P is a defect group of f and the inertial
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 .quotient of f is C Q . Throughout the remainder of this paper weE
assume that
E ( Z = Z3 3
 .  4and we will prove the existence of D . If C Q s 1 and p / 2, then weQ E
 .can prove the existence of D and its N Q -stability quite similarly to 4.4Q E
w xin PU1 .
<  . < 2.6. Assume now that C Q s 3 and p / 2 Here we allow theE
.  . <   .. <case that p s 7 . Then C Q splits and Irr C Q s 3 and it is notÃ ÃL K E
difficult to get
0L C Q s Z l)j y j q Z z y r , 2.6.1 .  .  .  . .Ã  K L
l, j z
C Q.E  ..  .where r s  j , j runs over Irr C Q , l over Irr P , and z overÃKj E K
  ..the set of characters in Irr C Q of degree 3. Since E acts on PÃK L
  ..faithfully, Irr C Q contains at least two characters z and z 9 of degreeÃK L
 .3 by the assumption p / 2 . Hence we may choose the notation in such a
way that
0 Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃD z y r s z y r s z y j q j q j , . Ã  /Q 1 2 3
0 ÃD z 9 y r s z 9 y r , 2.6.2 .  .ÃQ
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã   . .where z , z 9, j , j , and j belong to "Irr C Q , f and are orthogonalK1 2 3 G
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã 4to each other. z , z 9, and the set j , j , j are uniquely determined by1 2 3
0 .   .   . .  .2.6.2 . If D z y r s 2Y for some Y g "Irr C Q , f , then Y 1 s 0,Q K G
.   ..  4a contradiction. On the other hand, if C C Q / 1 , thenP E
C Q.E<  . < Irr P ) 3 and we may choose the notation in such a way that cf.K
w x.4.7 in PU1 .
C Q.E .  42.6.3. For any l g Irr P y 1 and any i such that 1 O i O 3,K
we ha¨e
0 Ã ÃD l)j y j s j y j , .Q i i il i
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã  . .  4where j belongs to "Irr C Q , f y "z , " z 9, " j , " j , " j andil K G 1 2 3
Ã  4all characters j are orthogonal to each other when i runs o¨er 1, 2, 3 and lil
C Q.E .  4runs o¨er Irr P y 1 .K
0  .Indeed if D l)j y j is orthogonal to r, thenÃQ i i
0 Ã ÃD l)j y j s z q z 9, .Q i i
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which is a contradiction, since
0 Ã Ã Ã0 s D l)j y j 1 s z 1 q z 9 1 s 2z 1 / 0. .  .  .  .  .Q i i
Hence we may assume that
0 ÃD l)j y j , yj s 1, . /Q i i i  .C QG
and 2.6.3 follows. Now we claim that
  ..  4  .2.6.4. For any z 0 g Irr C Q y z , z 9 such that z 0 1 s 3 there isÃK L
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã  . .  4a unique z 0 in "Irr C Q , f y "z , " z 9, " j , " j , " j such thatK G 1 2 3
0 ÃD z 0 y r s z 0 y r . . ÃQ
  ..By way of contradiction for some z 0 in Irr C Q of degree 3, supposeÃK L
that
0 Ã Ã Ã ÃD z 0 y r s z q z 9 y j y j .Q i j
 4   ..for two distinct i and j in 1, 2, 3 . Then for any character z - in Irr C Q yÃK L
 4z , z 9 of degree 3,
0 Ã Ã Ã ÃD z - y r s z q z 9 y j y j , 2.6.5 .  .Q m n
 .  .  .  .   ..where m, n s 1, 2 , 1, 3 or 2, 3 . Hence Irr C Q contains at mostÃK L
 .   ..  4   ..five characters of degree 3 and, by 2.6.3 , C C Q s 1 . If Irr C QÃP E K L
 .  .contains five characters of degree 3, then summing up 2.6.2 and 2.6.5
0Ã Ã   . .  .for all z -, we get z q z 9 y r g L C Q , f and therefore, by 2.6.2 ,Ã K G
0Ã   . .z g L C Q , f , which is a contradiction. Then we may assume thatK G
  .. < <Irr C Q contains only four characters of degree 3, and P s 13; thenÃK L
 .  .by 2.6.1 , 2.6.2 , and 2.6.4
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃIrr C Q , f s z , z 9, j , j , j , . .  5K G 1 2 3
w xwhich contradicts Brauer's result on blocks of defect one B1 . Hence, 2.6.4
holds. Moreover, it is quite clear that
  ..2.6.6. If z 0 and z - are distinct characters in Irr C Q of degree 3,ÃK L
Ã Ãthen z 0 and z - are orthogonal to each other. Furthermore, when
Ã  ..  4C C Q / 1 , they are orthogonal to j for any i such that 1 O i O 3P E il
C Q.E .  4and any l g Irr P y 1 .K
Set
Ã Ãj s j for any i such that 1 O i O 3.i1 i
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 .  .Now by 2.6.1 , 2.6.2 , 2.6.3, 2.6.4, and 2.6.6 it is quite clear that if
0<  . <   ..C Q s 3, then D can be extended to an isometry D ; L C Q ªÃE Q Q K L
  . .L C Q , f defined byK G
Ã ÃD l)j s j 1 O i O 3 ; D z s z 2.6.7 .  .  .  .Q i il Q
C Q.E .   ..   ..for any l in Irr P , any j in Irr C Q , and any z in Irr C QÃ ÃK i K E K L
of degree 3.
 .  .2.7. Finally, we claim that the isometry defined in 2.6.7 is N Q -E
 .  .  .stable. We may assume that N Q / C Q , so that N Q s E. SinceE E E
0D is already E-stable, it suffices to prove that the isometry induced by DQ Q
  ..   . .from L C Q to L C Q , f is also E-stable. Since E fixes r and r,ÃÃk L k G
  ..   . .notice that the action of E on L C Q and on L C Q , f solelyÃk L k G
depend on the action of E on E-stable basic sets
Ãd j , d j 2.7.1 .  . . 5  5i iC Q. C Q.ÃL Gis1, 2, 3 is1, 2, 3
 w x.  .cf. PU1, 4.8 . Also notice that when E acts on each set in 2.7.1 ,
 .   .  . w xessentially ErC Q ( N Q, f rC Q by Lemma 2.3 in PU1 , whereE G G
 .  . . <  . <N Q, f s N Q, f rQ acts on each set. Since ErC Q s 3, anyG G E
element of E either fixes all three elements or acts regularly on them.
Now we will prove that
  ..2.7.2. E acts tri¨ ially on Irr C Q if and only if it acts tri¨ ially onÃk L
  . .Irr C Q , f .k G
 < 4If 2.7.2 holds, then we can choose a suitable notation j 1 O i O 3 ini
 .such a way that the action of E on both sets in 2.7.1 are equivalent with
Ã .  .the mapping which sends d j to d j for 1 O i O 3 and theni iC Q. C Q.ÃL G
 .applying this notation and defining D as in 2.6.7 we get E-stableQ
 w x.   . .isometry D cf. 4.8 in PU1 . Notice that we have l N Q, f , f s 9Q G
  . .   . .when E acts trivially on Irr C Q , f ; we have l N Q, f , f s 1 other-k G G
  ..wise. Also notice that we have l N Q s 9 when E acts trivially onÃL
  ..   .  . .   ..Irr C Q where we set N Q s N Q rQ ; we have l N Q s 1Ã Ã Ã Ãk L L L L
otherwise.
Hence in order to show 2.7.2 it suffices to prove
l N Q, f , f s l N Q . 2.7.3 .  .  . .  .ÃG L
 .This is true if N Q, f / G by induction applied to the block f ofG
 .  .N Q, f . Hence we may assume that G s N Q, f . By the result onG G
normal defect group case, we have
l N Q s l N Q s l N P , Br f s l N P , Br f , .  .  .  .  . .  .  . . .Ã ÃL L G P G P
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 .  .since f is a block of C Q and then Br f s Br f . Note that f is a .G P P
  ..sum of blocks of G s N Q, f and by 3.13 and Proposition 3.14 inG
w xPU1 each of these blocks has a defect group P and an inertial quotient
 .involved in N Q . Then by the induction hypothesis and the known resultE
on blocks with abelian defect groups and inertial quotients of order 3 or 1,
we have
l N P , Br f s l N Q, f , f .  . .  . .G P G
 .and 2.7.3 follows.
Ã .3. EXTENDING ISOMETRIES IN CASE C Q s LÃL
Ã . 3.1. From now on we assume that C Q s L and p / 2. We alsoÃL
Ã .   ..assume that p / 7 when E splits. Since E s C Q acts faithfully on P,E
E also acts faithfully on P. Then we remark that
 .  43.1.1. There is an element u in P y Q such that C u s 1 , and thatE
there are at least two distinct nontri¨ ial proper subgroups F and F9 of E such
that
C F / C E , C F9 / C E . 3.1.2 .  .  .  .  .P P P P
Ã3.2. First assume that E does not split. By Remark 9 in Section 1 in
Ãw xC E has only one irreducible character and we denote by r the corre-
  .. sponding irreducible character in L C Q determined by the restric-ÃK L
Ã . .tion from the exact sequence 1 ª P ª C Q ª E ª 1. Then it is clearÃL
that
0L C Q s Z j y r q Z z y 3r 3.2.1 .  .  .  . .Ã  K L
j z
  ..where j and z run respectively over the sets of characters in Irr C QÃK L
 .  .such that j 1 s 3 and z 1 s 9. We claim that
  ..  43.2.2. There are at least six characters of degree 3 in Irr C Q y r .ÃK L
Indeed, if we choose an irreducible character of P whose stabilizer in E
 .  .is F satisfying 3.1.2 , then its induction to C Q consists of three distinctÃL
  ..characters in Irr C Q of degree 3; on the other hand, an irreducibleÃK L
 .character of P, whose stabilizer in E is F9 satisfying 3.1.2 , has the same
property. Thus we get six distinct irreducible characters of degree 3 and
3.2.2 holds. Now it is not difficult to see that
  ..  43.2.3. For any j in Irr C Q y r of degree 3 we ha¨eÃK L
0 ÃD j y r s j y r . ÃQ
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Ã   . .where j and r belong to "Irr C Q , f and are orthogonal to each other.Ã K G
ÃFurthermore all characters j are orthogonal to each other, when j runs o¨er
  ..  4the set of characters in Irr C Q y r of degree 3.ÃK L
We claim that
Ã  ..3.2.4. For any z in Irr C Q of degree 9 there is unique z inÃK L
Ã Ã  . ."Irr C Q , f such that z is orthogonal to r and to any j in 3.2.3 andÃK G
0 ÃD z y 3r s z y 3r . . ÃQ
By way of contradiction, suppose that for some such z
0D z y 3r , yr / 3. . Ã /Q  .C QG
  ..Then by 3.2.2 there are exactly six characters of degree 3 in Irr C Q yÃK L
 4r and
0 ÃD z y 3r s j y 2 r , . ÃQ
j
  ..  4where j runs over the set of characters in Irr C Q y r of degree 3;ÃK L
0  . .this implies 4r g L C Q , f , a contradiction. Moreover, it is quite clearÃ K G
that
  ..3.2.5. If z and z 9 are distinct characters of degree 9 in Irr C Q ,ÃK L
Ã Ãthen z and z 9 are orthogonal to each other.
0 .By 3.2.1 , 3.2.3, 3.2.4, and 3.2.5, D can be extended to an isometry D ,Q Q
 .  .  .which is N Q -stable, since N Q s C Q .E E E
Ã Ã .3.3. From now on we assume that p / 2, 7, C Q s L and E splitsÃL
Ãand choose a splitting E ( k* = E. Let j , r, and r denote the trivialD
character of E, the regular character of E, and the regular character of
ErD for any nontrivial proper subgroup D of E and set
r s j q j q j , 3.3.1 .D D1 D2
where j and j are distinct irreducible characters of E. For two fixedD1 D2
  ..distinct nontrivial proper subgroups F and F9 of E satisfying 3.1.2 and
 .for any nontrivial proper subgroup D / F of E we define
s s j r , g s j r , s s j r , g s j r .F F 91 F F F 92 F D F1 D D F 2 D
3.3.2 .
Then we have for any nontrivial proper subgroup D of E
r s r q s q g 3.3.3 .D D D
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and we choose the notation as follows:
s s j q j q j , g s j q j q jF F 91 F 0 1 F -1 F F 92 F 0 2 F - 2
s s j q j q j , g s j q j q jF 9 F1 F 0 2 F -1 F 9 F 2 F 0 1 F - 2
s s j q j q j , g s j q j q jF 0 F1 F 91 F - 2 F 0 F 2 F 92 F -1
s s j q j q j , g s j q j q j 3.3.4 .F - F1 F 92 F 0 1 F - F 2 F 91 F 0 2
 . We identify all these characters with their restrictions to C Q i.e.,ÃL
.LrQ . It is easily checked that
2
0L C Q s Z l)j y j q Z l)j y j .  .  . .Ã   K L D i D i
l is1 l , D
q Z m y r q Z n y s .  . D D D D
D , m D , nD D
q Z t y g q Z z y r , 3.3.5 .  .  . D D
D , t zD
E .where l runs over Irr P , D runs over the set of nontrivial properK
subgroups of E and m , n , t , and z run respectively over the sets ofD D D
  ..  .  .  .characters in Irr C Q , such that we have d m s d r , d n sÃK L D D D
 .  .  .  .d s , d t s d g and z 1 s 9, setting d s d. Note thatD D D C Q.ÃL
 .  .3.3.6. We ha¨e C D / C E if and only if there is a character m inP P D
  ..  .  .Irr C Q such that d m s d r .ÃK L D D
  ..By 3.1.1 there exists at least one character in Irr C Q of degree 9.ÃK L
Furthermore, by the assumption that p / 2,
  ..3.3.7. There are at least for characters in Irr C Q of degree 9;ÃK L
 .  .3.3.8. If C D / C E , then there are at least two characters m inP P D
  ..  .  .Irr C Q such that d m s d r .ÃK L D D
With the additional condition that p / 2, 7 we have the following.
 .  .3.3.9. If C D / C E , then there are at least four characters m inP P D
  ..  .  .Irr C Q such that d m s d r .ÃK L D D
 . Note that if we set n s j m resp. j m and t s j m resp.D F 91 D F1 D D F 92 D
.  .  .  .j m when D s F resp. D / F , then we have d n s d s andF 2 D D D
 .  .   ..d t s d g . Hence the existence of m in Irr C Q such thatÃD D D K L
 .  .   ..d m s d r guarantees the existence of n and t in Irr C QÃD D D D K L
 .  .  .  .such that d n s d s and d t s d g . Moreover,D D D D
  ..  .3.3.10. The number of characters m in Irr C Q such that d m sÃD K L D
 .   ..d r is equal to the number of characters n in Irr C Q such thatÃD D K L
 .  .    ..d n s d s the number of characters t in Irr C Q such thatÃD D D K L
 .  ..d t s d g .D D
3.4. First of all we claim that
  ..3.4.1. For any fixed z in Irr C Q of degree 9, the multiplicity of anyÃK L
0  .irreducible constituent of D z y r is "2 or "1.Q
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  ..Arguing by contradiction we may suppose, that for some z in Irr C QÃK L
  . .of degree 9 and some Y in "Irr C Q , f ,K G
0D z y r , Y G 3. . /Q  .C QG
In this case
 .   ..3.4.2. We ha¨e C E s Q and for any z in Irr C Q of degree 9 weÃP K L
ha¨e
0 ÃD z y r s 3Y q z , .Q
Ã Ã  . .  4where z belongs to "Irr C Q , f y "Y . Furthermore, all characters zK G
are orthogonal to each other when z runs o¨er the set of characters in
  ..Irr C Q of degree 9.ÃK L
0Indeed, it suffices to consider the images by D of the charactersQ
E .   ..l)j 9 y j 9 for any l in Irr P and any linear character j 9 in Irr C QÃK K L
 . to conclude that l is the trivial character of P and then C E s Q. TheP
.remaining statements in 3.4.2 can be easily shown by an observation. By
 .3.1.2 , 3.3.6, and 3.3.8 we may assume that there exist two characters mF
X X  ..  .  .  .and m in Irr C Q such that d m s d m s d r and they satisfyÃF K L F F F
 .the following cf. 3.3.7 :
0D m y r s Y q Y q Z q m , . ÃQ F F F F F
X X0D m y r s Y q Y q Z q m , . ÃQ F F F F F
X   . .  4where Y , Z , m , and m belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y , and theyÃ ÃF F F F K G
Ãare orthogonal to each other and to any z in 3.4.2. If n and t areF F
  ..  .  .  .  . characters in Irr C Q such that d n s d s and d t s d g cf.ÃK L F F F F
.3.3.10 ; then by 3.3.9 we may assume that for
h s n y s or t y g ,F F F F
0  .D h contains Y and Y with multiplicity 1 and y1, respectively, and isQ F
X  .orthogonal to Z , m , and m . Considering 3.1.2 , 3.3.9, and the scalarÃ ÃF F F
0  .  .   ..product with this D h , for any m with new notation in Irr C QÃQ F K L
 .  .such that d m s d r we haveF F
0D m y r s Y q Y q Z q m , . ÃQ F F F F F
  . .  4where m belongs to "Irr C Q , f y "Y, " Y , " Z and is orthog-ÃF K G F F
Ãonal to any z in 3.4.2. Furthermore, all characters m are orthogonal toÃF
  ..each other when m runs over the set of characters in Irr C Q suchÃF K L
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 .  .   ..that d m s d r . Then for any n and t in Irr C Q such thatÃF F F F K L
 .  .  .  .d n s d s and d t s d g we may assume thatF F F F
0D n y s s Y y Y q W q n . ÃQ F F F F F
0D t y g s Y y Z y W q t , . ÃQ F F F F F
  . .  4where W , n , and t belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y, " Y , " ZÃ ÃF F F K G F F
and they are orthogonal to each other. Moreover, all characters x areÃ
orthogonal to each other, when x runs over the set of all characters in
  ..  .   .  .  .Irr C Q such that d x is equal to one of d r , d s , d g ,ÃK L F F F
 .4d r . Similarly, we continue the argument and, in consequence,
3.4.3. For any nontri¨ ial proper subgroup D of E and any m , n , andD D
  ..  .  .  .  .  .t in Irr C Q such that d m s d r , d n s d s , and d tÃD K L D D D D D
 .s d g , we ha¨eD
0D m y r s Y q Y q Z q m , . ÃQ D D D D D
0D n y s s Y y Y q W q n , . ÃQ D D D D D
0D t y g s Y y Z y W q t , . ÃQ D D D D D
  . .  4where Y , Z , W , m , n , and t belong to "Irr C Q , f y "YÃ Ã ÃD D D D D D K G
Ãand they are orthogonal to each other and to any z in 3.4.2.
Furthermore,
3.4.4. All characters x , Y , Z , and W are orthogonal to each otherÃ D D D
  ..when x runs o¨er the set of all nonlinear characters in Irr C Q and DÃK L
 .runs o¨er the set of all nontri¨ ial proper subgroups of E satisfying C D /P
 .C E .P
0Hence D is completely determined by 3.4.2, 3.4.3, and 3.4.4. Then forQ
0   ..any h in L C Q we getÃK L
0Y , D h s m y n , h , .   /F Q F F .C Q  /G
m n  .C QF F ÃL
  ..where m and n run over the set of characters in Irr C Q such thatÃF F K L
 .  .  .  .d m s d r and d n s d s , respectively. Then it follows fromF F F F
w x   :.  4  .3.10.2 in PU1 that for any u in P-Q satisfying C Q u s 1 cf. 3.1.1 ,E
there is z g Z such that
Y ug s z m u y n u s 0 .  .  .Ã  F F F /
m nF F
  .  ..regarded as characters of C Q and C Q , where m and n run overÃG L F F
w xthe same sets as above, respectively. This contradicts Lemma 2.7 in PU1 .
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    :..Here g denotes the unique primitive idempotent in Z OC Q uÃ G
CGQu:. .corresponding to e s b . We have proved 3.4.1.Qu:
3.5. Next we claim that
  ..3.5.1. For any fixed z in Irr C Q of degree 9, the multiplicity of anyÃK L
0  .irreducible constituent of D z y r is "1.Q
To start with, we show that there is at most one exception for 3.5.1.
Indeed, arguing by contradiction, we may suppose that for some z in
  ..   . .Irr C Q of degree 9 and for some Y and Y 9 in "Irr C Q , f weÃK L K G
have
0 0D z y r , Y s D z y r , Y 9 s 2, .  . /  /Q Q .  .C Q C QG G
where Y and Y 9 are orthogonal to each other. Then for any z in
  ..Irr C Q of degree 9 we have by 3.3.7ÃK L
0 ÃD z y r s 2Y q 2Y 9 q Z q z , .Q
Ã   . .  4where Z and z belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y, " Y 9 and are orthogo-K G
Ã Ãnal to each other. Furthermore, z is orthogonal to z 9 for any z 9 in
  ..  4  .Irr C Q y z such that z 9 1 s 9. If m , n , and t are characters inÃLK F F F
  ..  .  .  .  .  .  .Irr C Q such that d m s d r , d n s d s and d t s d gÃK L F F F F F F
  . .by 3.1.2 , 3.3.6, and 3.3.10 such characters exist , then at least one of
0 0 0 .  .  .D m y r , D n y s , and D t y g contains Y, Y 9, and Z withQ F F Q F F Q F F
multiplicity 1, 1, and y1, respectively. Otherwise, each of them contains
Y, Y 9, and Z with multiplicity 1, 0, 1 or 0, 1, 1; but we can obtain a
.  .contradiction, since they are orthogonal to one another. By 3.1.2 this
statement holds for both F and F9 and we can obtain a contradiction
easily, calculating the scalar products of them.
3.6. We continue an argument to prove 3.5.1. First we suppose that
  ..there are two distinct characters z and z 9 in Irr C Q such thatÃK L
 .  .  .z 1 s z 9 1 s 9 cf. 3.3.7 and
5
0 ÃD z y r s 2Y q Y q z . Q i
is1
5
0 ÃD z 9 y r s 2Y q Y q z 9, 3.6.1 .  .Q i
is1
Ã Ã .   . .where Y, Y 1 O i O 5 , z and z 9 belong to "Irr C Q , f and arei K G
orthogonal to each other. In this case, similarly to 3.4.2, we have
C E s Q 3.6.2 .  .P
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and one of the following two cases occurs; either
  ..3.6.3. For any z 0 in Irr C Q of degree 9 we ha¨eÃK L
5
0 ÃD z 0 y r s 2Y q Y q z 0 , . Q i
is1
  . .   .4where z 0 belongs to "Irr C Q , f y "Y, " Y 1 O i O 5 and allK G i
Ãcharacters z 0 are orthogonal to each other, when z 0 runs o¨er the set of all
  ..characters of degree 9 in Irr C Q .ÃK L
or
  ..  4  .3.6.4. For any z 0 in Irr C Q y z , z 9 such that z 0 1 s 9,ÃK L
0 Ã Ã .D z 0 y r contains Y, z and z 9 with multiplicity 2, 1, and 1, respecti¨ ely.Q
3.7. Now we fix nontrivial proper subgroup D of E such that
 .C D / Q. On condition 3.6.1, first of all we will consider the possibilityP
0  .of the decomposition of every D h forQ
h s m y r , n y s , or t y g , 3.7.1 .D D D D D D
  ..making m , n , and t run over the sets of characters in Irr C QÃD D D K L
 .  .  .  .  .  .such that d m s d r , d n s d s , and d t s d g , respec-D D D D D D
0 Ã .  .tively cf. 3.3.6 and 3.3.10 . We claim that no D h contains z and noQ
X0 Ã .D h contains z . By way of contradiction, first suppose that for h sQ
0 Ã Ã .m y r with some m above, D h contains z or z 9. Then by 3.3.7 onlyD D D Q
case 3.6.4 occurs now. Since such z 0 in 3.6.4 exists, by 3.3.8 we may
suppose that
0 0Ã Ã Ã ÃD h s Y q Y q z q z 9, D h9 s Y q Y q z q z 9, .  .Q 1 2 Q 1 3
X X X  ..  .where h9 s m y r with some m in Irr C Q such that d m sÃD D D K L D
 .d r , and then for any z 0 in 3.6.4 we have to haveD
0 Ã ÃD z 0 y r s 2Y q Y q Y q Y q Y q z q z 9, .Q 2 3 4 5
 .which contradicts 3.3.7. Even if h is the other one in 3.7.1 , we can do
similarly by 3.3.10. Next we claim that
0  4  4D h / Y q Y q Y y Y for i , j, m ; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . 3.7.2 .  .Q i j m
 .Indeed, otherwise we may suppose that for some h in 3.7.1
0D h s Y q Y q Y y Y .Q 1 2 3
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 .and by 3.3.9 and 3.3.10 there exist at least four h s h , h , h , and h1 2 3 4
 .satisfying 3.7.1 such that
 4  4h , h s 3 for any pair s, t ; 1, 2, 3, 4 ; .  .C Qs t ÃL
but this is impossible. Next we claim that
0 .  .3.7.3. There exists at least one h satisfying 3.7.1 such that D h isQ
orthogonal to Y.
0  .  .Otherwise any D h for h satisfying 3.7.1 contains Y with multiplicityQ
 41 and one of Y with multiplicity 1 and no other characters in thisi 1O iO 5
 .set by 3.7.2 . If
0D m y r , Y s 1, . /Q D D 1  .C QG
  ..  .  .for some m in Irr C Q such that d m s d r , then consideringÃD K L D D
0 0 .  .  .3.7.2 and 3.3.10 we conclude that both D n y s and D t y gQ D D Q D D
  ..are orthogonal to Y for any n and any t in Irr C Q such thatÃ1 D D K L
 .  .  .  .d n s d s and d t s d g . This statement also holds for any YD D D D i
 .2 O i O 5 , and it also holds even if we replace the roles of m , n , andD D
t with one another. Let m , mX , n , n X , t , and t X be characters inD D D D D D D
X X  ..  .  .  .  .  .  .Irr C Q such that d m s d m s d r , d n s d n s d s ,ÃK L D D D D D D
 .  X .  .  .and d t s d t s d g cf. 3.3.8 and 3.3.10 . By the above argumentD D D
we may suppose that
0 0D m y r s Y q Y q S q S9, D n y s s Y q Y y S q T , .  .Q D D 1 Q D D 2
0D t y g s Y q Y y S9 y T .Q D D 3
and then
X0D m y r s Y q Y q S q S9, .Q D D 4
  . .where S, S9, and T belong to "Irr C Q , f and they are orthogonal toK G
X0  .each other; but there is no possible decomposition for D n y s orQ D D
X0  .D t y g , a contradiction. Hence 3.7.3 holds. By easy observation weQ D D
remark that
 .3.7.4. If h and h9 satisfy 3.7.1 and
h , h9 s 3, .  .C QÃL
then
0 0D h , Y s D h9 , Y . .  . /  /Q Q .  .C Q C QG G
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 .3.8. On condition 3.6.1 we begin to determine the decomposition
0  .  .of D h for each h satisfying 3.7.1 with D s F. By 3.7.3 and 3.7.4 weQ
first assume that
0  ..  .  . 3.8.1. For any m in Irr C Q such that d m s d r , D m yÃF K L F F Q F
.r is orthogonal to Y.F
Set
0D m y r s Y q Y q Y q T 3.8.2 .  .Q F F 1 2 3
  . .   .4for some T in "Irr C Q , f y "Y, " Y 1 O i O 5 . ThenK G i
  ..  .  .3.8.3. For any n , and any t in Irr C Q such that d n s d sÃF F K L F F
 .  .and d t s d g we ha¨eF F
0 0D n y s , Y s D t y g , Y s 1. .  . /  /Q F F Q F F .  .C Q C QG G
0  .Indeed, if D n y s is orthogonal to Y for some n above, then byQ F F F
X X0  .3.7.4 there are only three possible decompositions of D n y s for nQ F F F
X  ..  .  .in Irr C Q such that d n s d s ; namely they are Y q Y q Y y TÃK L F F i 4 5
 .1 O i O 3 , which contradicts 3.3.9 and 3.3.10. Next we claim that
X X X0  ..  .  . 3.8.4. For any m in Irr C Q such that d m s d r , D m yÃF K L F F Q F
.r contains both Y , Y , and Y with multiplicity 1.F 1 2 3
By way of contradiction we may suppose that
X0D m y r s Y q Y q Y q T 3.8.5 .  .Q F F 1 2 4
X X  ..  4  .  .for some m in Irr C Q y m such that d m s d r . On thisÃF K L F F F
condition we can show that
  ..  .  .3.8.6. For any pair n and t in Irr C Q such that d n s d sÃF F K L F F
0 0 .  .  .  .and d t s d g , both D n y s and D t y g contain Y withF F Q F F Q F F 5
multiplicity 1.
  ..  .  .Suppose that for some n in Irr C Q such that d n s d sÃF K L F F
0D n y s s Y q Y y T q S .Q F F 1
  . .   . 4for some S in "Irr C Q , f y "Y, " Y 1 O i O 5 , " T , thenK G i
0  .D t y g contains Y, Y , S, and T with multiplicity 1, 1, y1, and 0,Q F F 5
  ..  .  .respectively, for any t in Irr C Q such that d t s d g , and thenÃF K L F F
X0D n y s s Y q Y y T q S .Q F F 2
X X  ..  4  .  .for any n in Irr C Q y n such that d n s d s , which contra-ÃF K L F F F
dicts 3.3.9 and 3.3.10. We can do similarly, replacing the roles of n andF
t . Hence 3.8.6 holds. Now 3.8.3 and 3.8.6 contradict 3.3.8 and 3.3.10. ThenF
3.8.4 holds.
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 .3.9. On condition 3.6.1 notice that the argument in 3.8 is also
valid for F9, if we assume that
  ..  .  .3.9.1. For any m in Irr C Q such that d m s d r ,ÃF 9 K L F 9 F 9
0  .  .D m y r is orthogonal to Y cf. 3.7.3 and 3.7.4 .Q F 9 F 9
Then considering 3.8.3 and 3.8.4 for F and translating them into those
for F9, we easily find the unique possibility as follows with suitable
.  .notation cf. 3.3.9 .
3.9.2. Only case 3.6.3 occurs and there exist only two nontri¨ ial proper
 .subgroups D s F and F9 of E satisfying C D / Q, and any m , n , t ,P F F F
  ..  .  .  .  .m , n and t in Irr C Q , such that d m s d r , d n s d s ,ÃF 9 F 9 F 9 K L F F F F
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .d t s d g , d m s d r , d n s d s , and d t s d g ,F F F 9 F 9 F 9 F 9 F 9 F 9
we ha¨e
0D m y r s Y q Y q Y q m , . ÃQ F F 1 2 3 F
0D n y s s Y q Y q S q n . ÃQ F F 4 F F
0D t y g s Y q Y y S q t , . ÃQ F F 5 F F
0D m y r s Y q Y q Y q m . ÃQ F 9 F 9 1 4 5 F 9
0D n y s s Y q Y q S q n , . ÃQ F 9 F 9 2 F 9 F 9
0D t y g s Y q Y y S q t , . ÃQ F 9 F 9 3 F 9 F 9
  . .where m , n , t , m , n , t , S , and S belong to "Irr C Q , f yÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃF F F F 9 F 9 F 9 F F 9 K G
  .4"Y, " Y 1 O i O 5 and are orthogonal to each other. Moreo¨er, alli
characters x are orthogonal to each other and to S and to S when x runsÃ F F 9
  ..o¨er the set of all nonlinear characters in Irr C Q .ÃK L
0  .Since D is completely determined by 3.6.3 and 3.9.2 cf. 3.6.2 , for anyQ
0  ..h in L C Q we getÃK L
0S , D h s n y t , h , .   /F Q F F .C Q  /G
n t  .C QF F ÃL
  ..where n and t run respectively over the sets of characters in Irr C QÃF F K L
 .  .  .  .  .such that d n s d s and d t s d g , then it follows from 3.10.2F F F F
w x   :.  4  .in PU1 that for any u in P y Q satisfying C Q u s 1 cf. 3.1.1 ,E
there is z g Z such that
S ug s z n u y t u s 0, .  .  .Ã  F F F /
n tF F
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where n and t run respectively over the same set as above. ThisF F
w x contradicts Lemma 2.7 in PU1 . Here g denotes the unique primitiveÃ
   :.. CGQu:. .idempotent in Z OC Q u corresponding to e s b .G Qu:
If we change assumptions 3.8.1 and 3.9.1, we get other possibilities, but
they are quite similar to this one; namely, we can get all the possibilities
replacing the roles of m , n , and t with one another and replacing theF F F
roles of m , n , and t with one another. We can get a contradictionF 9 F 9 F 9
from any of them similarly.
3.10. We still continue to prove 3.5.1. Since we have proved that
3.6.1 does not occur, we may suppose that there are four characters z , z ,1 2
  ..  .z , and z in Irr C Q of degree 9 by 3.3.7 such thatÃ3 4 K L
0D z y r s X q X q X q X q X q Y q Y q Y 1 O n O 4 , .  .Q n 1 2 3 4 n 1 2 3
 .  .   . .where X 1 O i O 4 and Y 1 O j O 3 belong to "Irr C Q , f andi j K G
  ..are orthogonal to each other. Let m and n be characters in Irr C QÃF F K L
0 .  .  .  .  .such that d m s d r and d n s d s . Then D m y r andF F F F Q F F
0  .  .D n y s contains each Y 1 O j O 3 with multiplicity 1, which con-Q F F j
tradicts the fact that they are orthogonal to each other. Finally, we have
proved 3.5.1.
3.11. Again we fix a nontrivial proper subgroup D of E such that
 .  .C D / C E , and at this time on condition 3.5.1 we start to investigateP P
0  .  .the decomposition of D h for each h satisfying 3.7.1 . By 3.3.7 we mayQ
  ..choose the notation as follows. For z and z 9 in Irr C Q such thatÃK L
 .  .z 1 s z 9 1 s 9 we have
0 0Ã ÃD z y r s z y r , D z 9 y r s z 9 y r , .  .Ã ÃQ Q
Ã Ã   . .where z and z 9 belong to "Irr C Q , f and are orthogonal to eachK G
other. First we claim that as a general property
0 Ã Ã .3.11.1. D h does not contain z nor z 9.Q
 .Note that by 3.3.8 and 3.3.10 there exists a character h9 satisfying 3.7.1
such that
h , h9 s 3. .  .C QÃL
0 Ã .By way of contradiction we may suppose that D h contains both z andQ
0Ã Ã Ã .z 9 with multiplicity 1. Then D h9 also contains both z and z 9 withQ
0 Ã Ã .multiplicity 1 and consequently D z 0 y r contains both z and z 9 withQ
  ..  4multiplicity 1 for any z 0 in Irr C Q y z , z 9 of degree 9. Since thereÃK L
exist at least two such charactesrs z 0 by 3.3.7, we can find only one
0 0 .  .possible decomposition for two characters D h and D h9 , which is aQ Q
contradiction. Next we claim that
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  . .3.11.2. If some T in "Irr C Q , f is orthogonal to r andÃK G
0D h , T s 1, . /Q  .C QG
0  .  .then D h9 is orthogonal to T for any other h9 satisfying 3.7.1 .Q
The proof is divided into two cases that h and h9 are orthogonal to each
other or not. The key to prove both cases is 3.3.9 with 3.3.10. First by some
calculation we can prove this when h and h9 are not orthogonal to each
 .other. We omit the details, since it is not difficult. The remaining case
follows easily from this,
3.12. By 3.5.1, 3.11.1, 3.11.2, and easy calculation we can show that
 .3.12.1. For any nontri¨ ial proper subgroup D of E satisfying C D /P
 .   ..  .C E , and any m , n , t , and z in Irr C Q such that d m sÃP D D D K L D
 .  .  .  .  .  .d r , d n s d s , d t s d g , and z 1 s 9 we ha¨eD D D D D
0 0ÃD z y r s z y r , D m y r s m y r .  .Ã Ã ÃQ Q D D D D
0 0D n y s s n y s , D t y g s t y g .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃQ D D D D Q D D D D
r s r q s q g ,Ã Ã Ã ÃD D D
Ã   . .where m , n , t , and z belong to "Irr C Q , f and are orthogonal toÃ Ã ÃD D D K G
each other and to r, and r contains exactly nine distinct characters inÃ Ã
  . .Irr C Q , f and each multiplicity is 1 or y1.K G
Furthermore, considering 3.12.1 for all nontrivial proper subgroups D of
 .  .E satisfying C D / C E we obtainP P
3.12.2. All characters x are orthogonal to each other when x runs o¨erÃ
  ..the set of all nonlinear characters in Irr C Q .ÃK L
 .3.13. First we assume that C E s Q and that there are exactlyP
  ..two nontrivial proper subgroups D s F and F9 by 3.1.2 of E satisfying
 .C D / Q. With the suitable notation,P
3.13.1. We ha¨e
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãr s j q j q j , r s j q j q jÃ ÃF F1 F 2 F 9 F 91 F 92
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãs s j q j q j , s s j q j q jÃ ÃF F 91 F 0 1 F -1 F 9 F1 F 0 2 F -1
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãg s j q j q j , g s j q j q j ,Ã ÃF F 92 F 0 2 F - 2 F 9 F 2 F 0 1 F - 2
  . .where all x belong to "Irr C Q , f and are orthogonal to each other,Ã K G
  ..when x runs o¨er the set of all linear characters in Irr C Q .ÃK L
0Now D is completely determined by 3.12.1, 3.12.2, and 3.13.1 and it isQ
 .easy to construct an isometry D , which is clearly N Q -stable, sinceQ E
 .  .N Q s C Q .E E
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 .3.14. Next assume that C E s Q andP
3.14.1. There are three nontri¨ ial subgroups F, F9, and F0 of E satisfying
 .  .  .C F / Q, C F9 / Q, and C F0 / Q.P P P
Recall that when the inertial quotient is a Klein four group, there is an
Ã L-local system over X which can not be extended to X 9 in some case cf.
Ãw x.4.8 in PU1 . Similarly there is an L-local system over X which cannot be
Ãextended to X 9 in this case. At any rate there are a lot of L-local systems
 .over X in this case. We will show an example. It is clear that C F9 g XP
 .and for any R g X such that R ; C F9 , we haveP
Irr C R s 3, . .Ãk L
Ã    ...and that there are six self-isometries G of BCF C C F9 per-ÃC F 9. K L PP Ã   ...muting the characters in Irr C C F9 . We choose one G and weÃk L P C F 9.PÃ  .define a self-isometry G for any R g X such that R ; C F9 as follows:R P
Ã  .    ...if G sends h to h9 for h and h9 g Irr F9 s Irr C C F9 sÃC F 9. k k L PP Ã Ã  ..Irr C R , then G also sends h to h9. Let G be the map, defined overÃk L R
Ã  .X, sending R g X to G if R ; C F9 and to the identity otherwise. It isR P
Ã Ã .clear that G is E-equivariant cf. 2.3 and if we denote D the self-R
Ã  ..  .isometry of CF C R obtained from G in 2.3.1 , it is not difficult toÃK L
Ã   .. check that D permutes Irr C R precisely, if h and h9 are charactersÃR K L
Ã .in Irr F9 and G sends h to h9, then regarding h and h9 ask C F 9.P
  ..  .characters in Irr C R , for any R g X such that R ; C F9 and anyÃK L P
 .F 9l g Irr P we haveK
ÃD l)h s l)h9 .R
Ã Ã  .. .and D fixes any character of degree 3 in Irr C R . Hence G is indeedÃR K L
0 0Ã Ã   ..an L-local system. Let D be the self-isometry of CF C Q obtainedÃQ K L
Ã  .   ..from G by 2.5.1 . Let m be a character in Irr C Q such thatÃF 9 K L
 .  .d m s d r . If we set j ? m s n and j ? m s t then weF 9 F 9 F1 F 9 F 9 F 2 F 9 F 9
 .  .  .  .  .have d n s d s and d t s d g . Moreover, by 3.3.2 we alreadyF 9 F 9 F 9 F 9
have j ? r s s and j ? r s g . Note that characters j , j andF1 F 9 F 9 F 2 F 9 F 9 F1
 .j can be regarded as characters in Irr F9 when they are restricted toF 2 k
0Ã ÃF9, and that each G permutes them. According to this action, DC F 9. QP 0Ãpermutes m y r , n y s , and t y g . This D fixes all otherF 9 F 9 F 9 F 9 F 9 F 9 Q
0  ..  .generators of L C Q appearing in 3.3.5 . Thus choosing some non-ÃK L
Ã Ãidentity self-isometry G we can obtain some other L-local system overC F 9.P Ã X. Similarly we can choose some nonidentity self-isometry G orC F 0 .PÃ Ã.G and obtain other L-local system over X.C F - .P
 .3.15. We still assume that C E s Q and 3.14.1. We setP
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãr s j q j q j , r s j q j q j , 3.15.1 .Ã ÃF F1 F 2 F 9 F 91 F 92
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Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã   . .where j , j , j , j , and j belong to "Irr C Q , f and areF1 F 2 F 91 F 92 K G
 4orthogonal to each other. Then we have for some h g r , s , gF 0 F 0 F 0 F 0
Ã Ã Ãh s j q j q j ,ÃF 0 F 0 1 F 0 2
Ã Ã   . .where j and j belong to "Irr C Q , f and are orthogonal toF 0 1 F 0 2 K G
 .each other. If C F - / Q for the fourth nontrivial proper subgroup F -P
 4of E, then we have for some h g r , s , gF - F - F - F -
Ã Ã Ãh s j q j q j ,ÃF - F -1 F - 2
Ã Ã   . .where j and j belong to "Irr C Q , f and are the orthogonalF -1 F - 2 K G
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãto each other. Actually, j , j q j , j q j , j q j , andF1 F 2 F 91 F 92 F 0 1 F 0 2
2
Ã Ã Ã Ãj q j s r y j y jÃ  F -1 F - 2 D i
is1 DsF , F 9 , F 0
are orthogonal to each other and uniquely determined by the above
  . .equations even if C F - s Q .P
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃNow we fix j , j , j , j , j , and j , settingF 91 F 92 F 0 1 F 0 2 F -1 F - 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãs s j q j q j , g s j q j q j . 3.15.2 .Ã ÃF F 91 F 0 1 F -1 F F 92 F 0 2 F - 2
Ã Ã Ã If s contains j , then it also has to contain j and we fix j andÃF 9 F 0 2 F -1 F1
Ã .then j , settingF 2
Ã Ã Ãs s j q j q j . 3.15.3 .ÃF 9 F1 F 0 2 F -1
In this case we have
Ã Ã Ãg s j q j q j . 3.15.4 .ÃF 9 F 2 F 0 1 F - 2
Ã Ã Ã Otherwise, s has to contain j and j and we fix j and thenÃF 9 F 0 1 F - 2 F 2
Ã .j , settingF1
Ã Ã Ãs s j q j q j . 3.15.5 .ÃF 9 F 2 F 0 1 F - 2
In this case we have
Ã Ã Ãg s j q j q j .ÃF 9 F1 F 0 2 F -1
In each case other decompositions are ``uniquely'' determined in the
Ã 4  4following sense: One of r , s , g y h has to contain j and itsÃ Ã Ã ÃF 0 F 0 F 0 F 0 F1
Ã Ã Ãdecomposition is j q j q j and the decomposition of the otherF1 F 91 F - 2
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Ã Ã Ã  4  4one is j q j q j . The decompositions of r , s , g y hÃ Ã Ã ÃF 2 F 92 F -1 F - F - F - F -
 .are also determined similarly. If 3.15.5 holds, then we can modify G with
Ã Ãsome G choosing suitable G as in 3.14, and, consequently, we mayC F 9.P Ã .assume that 3.15.3 holds. Similarly, we modify G with some G, choosing
Ã Ãsuitable G and G , if necessary; we may always assume that 3.12.1C F 0 . C F - .P P
  .  .  .  ..and 3.13.1 cf. 3.15.1 , 3.15.2 , 3.15.3 , and 3.15.4 hold and we have
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãr s j q j q j , s s j q j q j ,Ã ÃF 0 F 0 1 F 0 2 F 0 F1 F 91 F - 2
Ã Ã Ãg s j q j q j , 3.15.6 .ÃF 0 F 2 F 92 F -1
 .and if C F - / Q we haveP
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃZ Z Z Z X Yr s j q j q j , s s j q j q j ,Ã ÃF F 1 F 2 F F1 F 2 F 1
Ã Ã ÃZ X Yg s j q j q j . 3.15.7 .ÃF F 2 F 1 F 2
Moreover, all characters x are orthogonal to each other, when x runsÃ
0  ..over Irr C Q . Thus D is completely determined and the constructionÃK L Q
 .and N Q -stability of D are clear.E Q
E .  .  43.16. Assume now that C E / Q. In this case Irr P / 1 .P K
It is quite easy to check that
E .3.16.1. For any nontri¨ ial l g Irr P , any nontri¨ ial proper sub-K
group D of E and i s 1 and 2 we ha¨e
0 0Ã Ã Ã ÃD l*j y j s j y j , D l*j y j s j y j , .  .Q l Q Di Di Di l Di
Ã Ã Ã Ã   . .where j , j , j , and j belong to "Irr C Q , f and they arel D i D il K G
orthogonal to each other.
We already know that 3.12.1 holds in this case and, moreover, with this
 .  .notation 3.13.1, 3.15.6 , and 3.15.7 also hold. If we set
l*j s j , l*j s j i s 1, 2 .l Di Di l
E .for any nontrivial l in Irr P and any nontrivial proper subgroup D ofK
E, then by 3.12.2, 3.16.1, and easy observation, all characters x areÃ
0  ..orthogonal to each other, when x runs over Irr C Q . Thus D isÃK L Q
 .completely determined and the construction and N Q -stability of D areE Q
clear.
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